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Abstract : Facing stagnating demand, high labor costs, demanding legislation and throat cutting competition, OEM’s are
increasingly looking at service opportunities to boost their profitability. These manufacturers offer integrated solutions of both
products and services called product service systems (PSS). Adding more extensive services, incorporates the after sale re-
source use in the decision making of the OEM. Because of the prolonged responsibility of the OEM, the incentives of customer
and manufacturer align. Both will thrive to lower the total cost of ownership over the life time of the equipment, resulting in a
service gain. Through the alignment of incentives PSSs are a market compatible vehicle to reshape the manufacturing strategy
towards more sustainability. The fundamental task for success in PSSs is to create a service gain. This task mandates effective
and efficient service supply chains and we formulate operational strategies that can guide manufacturer in creating a winning
service supply chain. The research reported in this paper is the result of a collaboration with a large OEM and presents
five strategies for successfully managing service networks. Each of the five service operations strategies is cascaded into
its key operational ingredients, giving a whole set of operational practices to turn service into a real profit generating machine.
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1 Introduction: Product Service Sys-
tems and sustainability
Stagnating demand, high labor costs, demanding legisla-
tion and throat cutting competition have become part of life
for many manufacturers in developed countries. These phe-
nomena have unleashed a relentless search for ever increas-
ing productivity. As a result, productivity has soared but
employment rates have declined and the expected profits
did not materialize or did not last (Wise and Baumgartner,
1999). Confronted with this harsh reality, many manufac-
turers are now in distress.
Nevertheless, some original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) have escaped the downward trend in employment
and company value. Although these manufacturers are a
diverse lot, ranging from defense contractors to home ap-
pliance manufacturers, they all have in common that they
dared to look outside their traditional manufacturing busi-
ness. By doing so, they have discovered the profit poten-
tial of services and have moved downstream in the supply
chain. This profit potential has shifted their strategies away
from selling products towards a more integrated strategy of
value co-creation together with the customer.
Over the years the installed base of sold equipment has
grown steadily, outnumbering product sales in almost any
industry. The installed base of automobiles outnumbers
new sales with a ratio of 13 to one while for airplanes
this ratio runs up to 150 planes in use per new sale (Wise
and Baumgartner, 1999). Customers spend considerable
amounts of cash and effort to equipment already bought.
If the offering is right, they are willing to hand-over at least
some of these activities, which opens the door for new profit
sources for the OEM. With such a potential market it is not
surprising that serving the installed base is turning out to be
big business (Cohen et al., 2006b).
Increasing numbers of manufacturers are recognizing the
profit potential of services. Cisco Systems (Cohen et al.,
2006b), GE (Johnstone et al., 2009), Xerox (Baines T.S.,
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2007) and Rolls-Royce (Baines T.S., 2007) are just a few of
the well-known examples of manufacturers that have suc-
cessfully made the strategic decision to offer integrated so-
lutions of both products and services. These integrated so-
lutions are known as product service systems (PSSs) and
enhance the product offering with services to increase the
total value proposition.
Advocates of service oriented strategies point to strategic,
economic and sustainability benefits of pursuing a service
oriented strategy. Services are attractive because they are
characterized by high margins, stable revenues and high
quality service will promote new equipment sales (Wise
and Baumgartner, 1999; Visnjic and Van Looy, 2009).
From a strategic perspective, services can establish a close
and long-term relationship with customers which at the
same time locks-out competitors. Moreover integrated so-
lutions are less easy to copy, making them a lasting source
for differentiation (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003). From the
literature it seems almost undeniable that servicing the in-
stalled base is indeed a profit boon for manufacturers.
It is because they are fueled by this business sense that PSSs
are a promising vehicle for sustainability. Product service
systems are a market compatible way of reshaping the man-
ufacturer’s strategy towards more sustainability. A lot of
authors and authorities, including the UN, believe that the
offering of PSSs will launch considerable savings in ma-
terial and energy consumption (Baines T.S., 2007; Pawar
et al., 2009). As OEMs take over after sale activities, they
become responsible for such things as waste disposal, com-
ponent replacement and energy use. With the right contrac-
tual incentives, OEMs will incorporate after sale resource
use in their decision making, effectively reducing the envi-
ronmental impact during the entire life cycle of the equip-
ment. The development of PSSs will help companies com-
ply with and even surpass increasing environmental obliga-
tions. In practice we observe the launch of energy saving
services, refurbishment and recycling activities and efforts
to increase the reliability of equipment. A striking example
is the study of Guajardo et al. (2009) proving that the relia-
bility of airplane engines increased with 10 to 25% for PSSs
with an adequate incentive structure. The increased relia-
bility of machinery limits the consumption of raw materials
and the amount of shipping, validating the environmental
benefits of PSSs.
The incentive structure is an important element in the de-
velopment of product service systems. Without the addi-
tional offering of services, a sales transaction also leads to
a hand-over of responsibilities from the OEM to the cus-
tomer. After the sale, the customer becomes the bearer of
all costs involved with the use and disposal of the equip-
ment. Although customers will take the total cost of own-
ership into account when making purchasing decisions, it
is only when the manufacturer is actively involved in af-
ter sale service that true compatibility of incentives occurs.
Within the OEM organization, the management responsible
for services will act to reduce the total cost of servicing the
equipment. Because of the prolonged responsibility of the
OEM, both the customer and the manufacturer will thrive
to lower the costs over the total life of the equipment. If the
OEM succeeds in reducing the total cost of servicing below
the do-it-yourself costs of the customer, value is created by
delivering these services. We will call this increased value
the "service gain". The creation of a service gain is crucial
for the success of the PSS, as only then a win-win situation
becomes possible. A customer who can reduce his total cost
of ownership by purchasing services, will do so, while the
manufacturer will offer services as long as they are prof-
itable. Beside these service profits, the manufacturer will
reap additional benefits as mentioned before. The incorpo-
ration of the costs of usage and disposal in the operations
of the manufacturer, creates stronger incentives to lower the
costs of ownership to the benefit of the customer, the man-
ufacturer and the environment. How the service gain will
be divided among the parties and how benign the value-
enhancing services are for the environment depends on the
scope and pricing of the service contracts, which will be
covered later on in this paper.
As manufacturing firms are expanding their operations into
services, the fundamental task that awaits them is to create
a service gain, i.e. the OEM has to achieve lower total cost
of ownership than the customer can realize himself. This
task mandates effective and efficient service supply chains
in which materials, labor and information are orchestrated
to serve the needs of the customer.
The research reported in this paper is the result of a collab-
oration with a large OEM in the compressed air, generators
and mining industry. The authors first developed a set of
performance drivers based on a return on invested capital
analysis. The search for practices to influence these perfor-
mance drivers led to the identification of five service oper-
ations strategies (section 2). We present these service op-
erations strategies as a paradigm for successfully managing
service networks. We conclude in section 3.
2 Service operations strategies
The possibility to augment profitability while at the same
time become more sustainable, makes PSSs an appealing
development for manufacturing companies. But to succeed
in the service industry, the manufacturing firm will have to
take many new hurdles. We have formulated five service
operations strategies that can guide the OEM while set-
ting up a service supply chain (figure 1). We emphasize
the importance of limiting the uncertainty and complex-
ity while developing services and service operations. Sec-
ondly, the OEM has the opportunity to outshine local ser-
vice providers by benefiting from scale and pooling effects.
To be able to respond swiftly to service requests across the
globe, the deployment of multi-purpose resources is a non-
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negligible strategic option. Our forth strategy advocates the
use of installed base data to make the unpredictable pre-
dictable. Lastly, the OEM should be aware that to succeed
in PSSs, functional barriers should be surpassed, not least
between the manufacturing and service business. In the fol-
lowing subsections, the strategies will be explained more
thoroughly and translated into more practical actions and
principles.
Figure 1: Service operations strategies
2.1 Limit uncertainty and complexity
With characteristics such as customer co-production, highly
variable servicing times and no inventory of finished goods,
service operations are generally thought of as more uncer-
tain than manufacturing operations. Moreover the impact
of decisions is especially long in a service environment.
Service contracts often tend to have a duration of several
years and today’s manufactured equipment will have to be
serviced during the entire life cycle which can reach up to
30 years or more. This prolonged impact of current deci-
sions amplifies the detrimental effects of uncertainty and
complexity, but at the same time it can be an opportunity
for the OEM. By carefully designing the service products
and the equipment being sold, the manufacturer can effec-
tively gain control over his service operations and avoid a
lot of problems such as peaks in workload, high variability
in spare part demand, . . . Our first service operations strat-
egy, emphasizes the importance of mitigating uncertainty
and complexity when designing PSSs.
2.1.1 Move from reactive to scheduled service
An important element of uncertainty in service operations
is timing: when do we need to perform service and is it
the customer or the service provider who makes the tim-
ing decision. Service can be delivered whenever the cus-
tomer wants (service-on-request), when agreed upon with
the customer (service-on-appointment) or based on a sched-
ule (service-by-schedule). By offering planned services, ei-
ther service-on-appointment or service-by-schedule rather
than service-on-request, the OEM can get away from daily-
fire fighting and start streamlining his operations. For ex-
ample in maintenance services, the service provider can de-
cide to promote preventive maintenance instead of repair
services, preventive maintenance has the advantage of be-
ing highly predictable and easier to schedule.
In addition, there is a trade-off to be considered between the
frequency and content of the service sessions and the risk
of emergency service needs. For example, performing pre-
ventive maintenance more frequently and more thoroughly
will diminish the risk of emergency repairs. A very well-
known example of this practice is the maintenance notifica-
tion you get after having driven x km with your car. This
is how the manufacturer tells you to make a maintenance
appointment at your car dealer. Of course you can chose
to ignore the notification, taking the risk of an unexpected
car breakdown, probably at a time that your car is indis-
pensable. It is clear that sometimes it is better to invest
in more frequent and more extended service than ending
up with high costs of emergency service and opportunity
costs of the failure. To minimize the expected total cost of
performing maintenance service, models can be employed.
Maintenance models characterize the impact of different
kinds of service interventions on the failure probability of
the equipment (Bartholomew-Biggs et al., 2009; Doyen and
Gaudoin, 2004). Carefully analyzing when, how often and
what to do in each service session limits the risk of unex-
pected failures for the owner of the equipment but also lim-
its the uncertainty in the demand for service as experienced
by the manufacturer of the equipment. That is why a smart
design of service contracts turns a chaotic, unstructured ser-
vice office into a well organized and planned business, de-
livering trouble-free operations at a low cost. Making your
business less reactive and more scheduled can indeed lower
costs because of e.g. improved capacity scheduling and less
emergency shipments.
2.1.2 Bundle and standardize services
In manufacturing it is a well-known fact that offering a wide
range of products and options induces complexity costs
such as higher design costs and increased documenting ac-
tivities (Yunes et al., 2007). Just the same as in manufac-
turing, service offerings need to be tailored to the needs of
customers while maintaining low costs. The use of stan-
dard modules that can be configured as needed, is an ele-
gant way to deal with this seemingly impossible trade-off
between standardization and customization. When making
the trade-off, two possible approaches exist. Either you of-
fer pre-selected product bundles or you have a standard ser-
vice which the customer can customize with add-ons se-
lected from a choice menu. No matter which approach
is chosen, devising a offering which appeals to customers
and reduces complexity is challenging. Luckily the litera-
ture gives some guidance: both high level strategic road-
maps (Ramdas, 2003) and detailed mathematical method-
ologies (Fogliatto and da Silveira, 2008) have been devel-
oped. Bundling and choice menu strategies clear the way
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for standardization of procedures and processes but at the
same time impose a need to say: "No, we do not do that."
to some customers.
2.1.3 Take on more responsibility
As we made clear before, the need to create a service gain
calls for efficient operations. When trying to increase effi-
ciency the OEM is limited in his efforts by the high level
of customer involveness in service operations. It is the cus-
tomer who decides upon access to his premises, which ser-
vices may be performed and maybe even which employee
of the OEM to perform the service. Imagine for example
how difficult it would be to optimize maintenance opera-
tions if you do not control the inventory of spare parts. If
the OEM can create a service gain by taking-over activities
of the customer such as spare part inventory management,
the manufacturer should do so. In general customers will
request more service guarantees before outsourcing certain
activities. By taking on more responsibilities the service
provider gains control over his service operations and can
create a larger service gain. As both parties should bene-
fit from this gain, customers will agree upon higher levels
of information sharing and hand over more and more tasks,
leading the way to increased benefits for both manufacturer
and customer.
In industries where the equipment is complex and the op-
portunity costs of breakdowns are severe, OEMs are in-
creasingly taking full responsibility for the performance of
the PSS. These service contracts are called performance
based contracts. In a performance based contract it is stip-
ulated that the customer pays a price which is expressed in
terms of the value created by the customer through the use
of the system. Typically the payments will be calculated
based on the up-time of the equipment or the actual use of
the equipment. The best known example are the schemes
in the aerospace industry where the airline company pays a
fee per flying hour to the manufacturer of the engine. By
attaching the payment to the actual value generated by the
equipment, i.e. flying hours, performance based contracting
aligns the incentives between the OEM and the customer
(Guajardo et al., 2009). If the customers does not bene-
fit from the equipment because it does not work, the OEM
will neither benefit. Under performance based contracting,
the OEM has total control of all the support activities and
can manage them according to his own preferences (Kim
et al., 2007). It is the OEM who decides when to perform
maintenance, when to preventively replace a part or even
when to replace the entire machine. The OEM receives to-
tal control for the support of the equipment while the cus-
tomer gets peace of mind and strong guarantees on service
performance. The increased control lowers the uncertainty
in the service operations by making them less dependent on
the customer.
The higher level of control and the alignment of incentives
between customers and manufacturer, make us belief that
performance based contracting will lead not only to the
creation of a higher service , but also to maximal environ-
mental benefits (UNEP, 2001). With a payment scheme
that is no longer linked to time or material used, the ser-
vice provider reaps the benefits of developing equipment
that lasts longer and is easier to serve. These actions will
reduce the total cost of ownership and environmental foot-
print during the life-cycle of the product. By taking on more
responsibilities the OEM has reduced the uncertainty in his
service operations, but the lower operational uncertainty is
countered by the higher financial risks of having more re-
sponsibilities. Thorough knowledge of the different con-
tract types and their risk profile is therefore needed in order
to price these contracts accordingly.
2.1.4 Adapt end-product design
The uncertainty and complexity that surrounds after sale
services are highly influenced by the design of the equip-
ment. By taking service requirements into account when
developing new equipment, the OEM can make life eas-
ier for his own service operations. Design-for-service falls
apart in two objectives: reliability and maintainability. The
objective of reliability is concerned with developing equip-
ment that has a low failure rate by using redundancy in
components and more extensive engineering efforts (Hus-
sain and Murthy, 2003). Maintainability however focusses
on the ease and costs of providing the necessary support ser-
vices. Although the level in which service issues are taken
into account during the design of equipment varies greatly
between companies, leading manufacturers are showing the
way. Exemplary practices identified are the use of a formal
process to ensure service related goals are met, an early in-
volvement of maintenance experts and the evaluation with
quantitative analysis and lifetime models (Goffin and New,
2001). In practise maintainability can be improved by a
modular design and commonality in parts, both leading to
savings in stocking levels (Kranenburg and Van Houtum,
2007; Thomas and Warsing, 2007).
The OEM can avoid problems such as peaks in workload,
high variability in spare part demand, . . . by looking at
the design of the equipment and services being sold. A
thought-through design translates itself to efficient opera-
tions and in turn to a larger service gain.
2.2 Benefit from economies of scale and pool-
ing
A successful pursuit of a service-oriented strategy man-
dates a service supply chain that is responsive and efficient.
That means that the OEM will need to maximize his scale
and pooling advantages while not loosing sight of the lo-
cal needs of customers. Our second strategy will focus
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on the efficiency gains while the third and fourth strate-
gies will accommodate the requirements of customers. Ef-
ficiency gains in a supply chain typically take the form of
economies of scale and risk pooling benefits. Within our
second strategy which envisions these efficiency gains, we
identified centralization, customer & service territory pool-
ing and grouping of service tasks as the major actions to
take. Scale and the ability to pool risk is a fundamental
advantage of the OEM compared with internal service divi-
sions of the customer. If the OEM does not use this advan-
tage, the ability to create a service gain is at risk.
2.2.1 Centralize the spare part supply chain
The spare part supply chain is in many ways more chal-
lenging than a manufacturing supply chain as it involves
both repairables and consumables, in general exists of sev-
eral echelons, contains a high number of sku’s and needs
to serve a highly geographically dispersed installed base.
The goal of the spare part supply chain is to deliver parts
to the right place within an agreed-upon time at the low-
est possible cost. This fundamental trade-off between re-
sponsiveness and efficiency can be obtained by selecting
not only at which location of the supply chain but also at
which level of the product hierarchy to store the part (Cohen
et al., 2006a). If downtime is extremely expensive such as
in the semi-conductor industry, storing a back-up machine
at the customer site may be optimal. When the customer
does not care that much about the up-time of his machine
and is very cost sensitive, then the best way to serve him is
probably by shipping the specific failed part from a central
warehouse. The existence of two interrelated hierarchies
makes the spare part supply chain both rich and challeng-
ing.
To start, let us assume that we have a spare part supply chain
without repair facilities. In this case, the centralization of
inventory to obtain efficiency gains is a well-known prac-
tice (Teo et al., 2001). Of course any savings from central-
ization of inventory will be countered by increased trans-
portation costs and longer delivery times. The trade-off be-
tween inventory consolidation and transportation costs has
given rise to the location-inventory problem in which both
facility location and inventory management are combined
(Erlebacher and Meller, 2000).
Repair or refurbishment of used parts is a distinguishing
characteristic of many spare part supply chains. If repair
capacity in the network is limited, the repair facilities can
be modeled by a queuing system. It follows from queu-
ing theory that pooling servers lowers lead-times (Hopp
and Spearman, 2000). Moreover centralized repair facili-
ties face lower overhead costs than decentralized facilities
do. The centralization of repair capacity will however effect
the inventory and transportation costs. Where to locate the
repair facilities, how much inventory of repairable units to
carry and how much capacity to acquire for each facility are
strongly related issues and should be solved simultaneously
(Rappold and Van Roo, 2009).
2.2.2 Pool customers & service territories
In a service environment, customers are often allocated to a
specific service engineer (employee of the OEM) or each
service engineer has his own service territory for which
he is responsible. Workload balancing over time is one of
the key objectives when assigning customers to service en-
gineers or when determining service territories (Blakeley
et al., 2003). Services are by nature intangible and can not
be stored, therefore there is an instantaneous link between
demand and workload. Did you ever try to make an ap-
pointment to led your car tires change on a Saturday? Then
probably you had to wait for three weeks or the technician
convinced you to come on a Thursday. This is a classi-
cal example of how variability in demand deteriorates the
service experience. The service provider can however safe-
guard his service levels by pooling customers or service ter-
ritories. Effectively pooling demand smoothens the work-
load, making reliable customer service a contract winning
characteristic.
By pooling customers with negatively correlated demand,
the server will experience a balanced workload throughout
the year. The same workload balancing can be obtained
by pooling the service territories of different service engi-
neers. The service engineers as a group will then experience
a lower level of variability in demand. Xerox is one of the
companies that has transformed its service territories from
single server islands to larger collaborative service territo-
ries, in effect pooling the demand across territories (Watson
et al., 1998). Reduction of response times and capacity lev-
els are the rewards for OEMs that take-up the challenge of
balancing workload (Hopp and Spearman, 2000).
2.2.3 Group service tasks
Lowering the total costs of ownership, i.e. creating a ser-
vice gain, is not a one-day-job. Typically the service ori-
ented manufacturer will serve his customers on a regular
basis. For example a machine needs oil changing after
2000 running hours and calibration every 1500 hours. Af-
ter 1500 running hours the service engineer will travel to
the machine which is located at the customer site and start
performing the service. Which service task will the engi-
neer perform? Only calibration or both calibration and oil
changing? In the latter solution the two service tasks are
grouped together into one service encounter, saving time
and money on set-up activities such as traveling but increas-
ing cost due to the high frequency of oil changing. Tak-
ing into account set-up costs when designing and schedul-
ing service tasks, can yield considerable efficiency gains
(Dekker et al., 1997).
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Whether centralizing inventory and capacity, balancing
workload or grouping service tasks, the goal is to reduce
overall costs both for the OEM as for the service customers.
For the former the benefit is higher profit margins, for the
latter the total cost of ownership tumbles. So economies of
scale and risk pooling turn-out well for both parties, that is
as long as nothing unplanned happens (indicating the im-
portance of the first strategy). When an unplanned situation
occurs, such as a machine failure the customer will demand
immediate action as the machine down-time may shoot his
ownership costs through the roof. In emergencies like these
the OEM has to be responsive: having spare parts and ser-
vice engineers nearby and willing to add service visits for a
single service task. In such circumstances being flexible is
the only way to be responsive without throwing overboard
all the benefits from centralization and pooling.
2.3 Deploy multi-purpose resources
The equipment sold by an OEM often performs a mission-
critical task in the operations of the customer and therefore
any equipment disruption has to be solved as quickly as
possible. The negative impact of equipment downtime can
be minimized by having back-up equipment at the customer
site but this solution is prohibitive expensive in most set-
tings. In many service environments companies find them-
selves in a situation where they need to be flexible to be-
come both responsive and efficient. Therefore we state
that an OEM should consider deploying multi-purpose re-
sources to increase his flexibility. Although they are more
expensive, flexible ,i.e. multi-purpose resources, allow for
a swift reaction in case of emergency without deploying ex-
cess resources. We will discuss flexibility actions related to
inventory, capacity and the service policy. Multi-purpose
resources give the OEM the capability to run in the case of
an emergency without having to use excessive resources.
2.3.1 Be smart with inventory
Flexibility in the use of inventory can be reached by im-
plementing transshipments. Transshipments are shipments
of parts between two stocking locations at the same eche-
lon of the spare part supply chain. Saturn for example uses
transshipments between its dealers (Cohen et al., 2000). If
a unfortunate dealer faces a stock-out, a transshipment from
a nearby dealer quickly resolves the problem. Thanks to the
flexible usage, the inventory is shared among several retail-
ers, in effect lowering the total amount of inventory needed
for the high speed service provided. Kranenburg and van
Houtum (2009) use real-life data from an OEM in the semi-
conductor industry to prove that by allowing just a few well-
chosen distribution centers to perform transshipments the
cost savings can already be substantial. Besides transship-
ments, the OEM can choose to use emergency shipments,
which are a more straightforward approach to increase re-
sponsiveness while enjoying pooling benefits (Wong et al.,
2006).
Spare parts can also be flexible by their characteristics,
meaning that they can be used for multiple demand types.
The best example of this is a commonality part which can
be used to satisfy the demand originating from different ma-
chine types. When a stock-out of a specific part occurs, the
OEM may find it optimal to deliver a substitute part that
works as well or even better than the original configuration.
Savings in emergency shipments, reordering and stock-out
costs justify the use of substitute parts that are more expen-
sive than the original ones.
An OEM that promotes flexibility in inventory is able to
enjoy risk pooling effect while locating inventory closer to
the customer. With spare parts nearby, finding people to
perform the service becomes key.
2.3.2 Create an adaptable workforce
As the implementation of a service oriented strategy goes
beyond selling spare parts, the OEM needs trained workers
to execute the services being sold. Ideally a service engi-
neer should be available whenever and wherever a service
request appears. This may be an unreachable goal, but lead-
ing service organizations are taking up the challenge by en-
hancing the flexibility of their workforce. Flexibility for
workers refers to issues such as the level of cross-training
and the use of flexible working hours.
Cross-trained service engineers are able to execute a multi-
tude of service tasks. With such a workforce the OEM as-
pires to have a properly trained service engineer available
for each emergency. Service engineers will come across
a wide range of different job types ranging from simple
oil changing to complex problem solving and upgrading of
equipment. Even the equipment itself is a diverse lot with
different technologies and configurations. For most OEMs,
it is probably unthinkable of having service engineers ca-
pable of performing all possible service tasks on all types
of machines. As cross-training improves flexibility but in-
creases costs, determining how much cross-training should
be appropriate is an important question. The literature is
quite clear about this: although cross-training drastically
lowers labor requirements, only a small amount of cross-
training is sufficient to realize most of the advantages of
full cross-training (Wallace and Whitt, 2005), there is even
evidence of this rule in a field service context (Agnihothri
et al., 2003).
Letting the available capacity fluctuate with demand is es-
pecially useful in a service context and can be achieved by
for example overtime, flexible lunchtimes or temporal per-
sonnel (Hopp and Van Oyen (2004)).
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2.3.3 Adapt service policy based on field data
Most often the execution of services involves making an
appointment with the customer or giving the customer an
expected response time after which his service request can
be handled. When making such an arrangements the cus-
tomer will expect conformance with the promises made.
Flexible service policies are service policies in which the
service provider makes promises to customers based on
real time data. Such a use of field data improves confor-
mance with customer expectations, responsiveness and/or
efficiency. Quotation of response times, setting of time win-
dows and determining when to execute a next service task,
are all activities were the service provider can benefit from
up-to-date data(Apte et al., 2007; Dekker et al., 1997).
2.3.4 Be fast when it counts
What matters for customer-centric service is not being fast
but being fast when it counts. Without proper priority rules
that dictate when to go in overdrive, service managers may
lose control and end up with delivering fast service to cus-
tomers that do not pay for it (Caggiano et al., 2007). After
enabling high responsiveness, the OEM has to set out rules
determining for which customers and/or in which situations
to unleash his high responsiveness.
Service jobs, certainly in maintenance service, greatly dif-
fer in their level of urgency. They range from simple in-
spections to high emergency repairs. Even within the class
of repairs divergence exist, as a failed equipment can be a
small leisure airplane or a 250 million $ worth passenger
aircraft. Making a distinction in the execution of different
jobs adapts the service to customer needs and willingness to
pay. Moreover a differentiated service offering, creates the
opportunity to price discriminate between customers (Pang-
burn and Stavrulaki, 2008). So the goal is to deploy scarce
resource for maximal value creation.
In order to maximize the service gain, the priority rules
should not be limited to the order in which service jobs are
handled. One can prioritize the handling of a certain ser-
vice job but without the proper materials all the efforts are
in vain. So besides service jobs, spare part investment and
allocation should be prioritized.
To deliver the highest value with limited inventory, lead-
ing companies determine which and how much spare parts
to stock based on cost-benefit ratios (Cohen et al., 2006a;
Gorman and Ahire, 2006). The cost element is the cost of
carrying the part while the benefit should be expressed by
using customer-oriented measures such as customer wait-
ing time, order fill rate or spare part criticality. Service can
be improved without putting more money in inventory, if
the OEM stocks more of the spare parts that matter most
for the customer and less of the extreme expensive or ir-
relevant parts (Caggiano et al., 2007). Another approach
to avert running out of spare parts for those customers that
value the parts the most, is reserving inventory. When re-
serving inventory, the OEM sets a threshold inventory level
below which only high priority demand is fulfilled from
stock while other customers have to wait until replenish-
ment (Cohen et al., 2006b).
A last concern in the allocation of resources for maxi-
mal value is the prioritization of remanufacturing capac-
ity. For companies that repair and re-use failed parts, the
prioritization of parts to be repaired has a strong influence
on their ability to meet customer demand without delay
(Sleptchenko et al., 2005).
In this subsection we have seen that efficiency is no silver
bullet for success in services. Due to the high costs of ma-
chine breakdowns, service providers have to act swiftly in
the case of an emergency. However to safeguard efficiency,
the service operations have to be flexible and the high re-
sponsiveness should only be used when necessary. This dy-
namic use of responsiveness calls for an OEM that is aware
of the service environment by using data about the installed
base.
2.4 Profit from knowledge about the installed
base
The OEM can only limit the uncertainty and complexity
down to a certain level. Therefore the smart OEM will
gather information about the installed base to make the un-
predictable predictable. With this intelligence by his side
the OEM can outshine competitors and deepen the relation-
ship with his customers. The installed base constitutes a
rich compilation of data about the customer, the equipment
and the service history. This data can be cultivated to intel-
ligence based on disciplines such as diagnostics, reliability
analysis, forecasting and routing. Storing and distributing
this information is a significant challenge (Främling et al.,
2006) but being able to proactively react is a bountiful ca-
pability.
2.4.1 Diagnose
With the maturity of internet enabled remote sensing tech-
nology, the manufacturer can gather vast amounts of data
about the operations and conditions of the equipment built.
But even scrutinizing more readily available information
such as service history and warranty data can clear the mist
around important operational questions. What is the likely
cause of a breakdown? How much time do we need to per-
form a certain service? Which spare parts are most likely
needed for a certain service job? Answers on questions like
these can be obtained by the use of data mining and statis-
tical techniques (Jeong et al., 2007).
Moreover intelligence about the use of the equipment and
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the services being sold, is precious information for the
product design and marketing department. With the power
of knowledge the OEM can launch new products that are
better adapted to the customer needs and offer information
services that share the intelligence with the customer.
2.4.2 Perform reliability analysis
Knowing how often equipment fails is fundamental infor-
mation for the design and pricing of maintenance service
contracts. Besides this information reliability analysis can
also give insight into the effects of maintenance actions on
the probability of failure (Doyen and Gaudoin, 2004). In-
telligence about the risks of equipment failures helps the
OEM determine the service requirements of equipment. As
his installed base grows, the OEM will now have the ca-
pability to proactively recruit and train employees to cope
with the future (predicted) workload.
2.4.3 Forecast demand
Besides service capacity the OEM also needs sufficient
spare parts. The demand for certain spare parts can be inter-
mittent, i.e. characterized by a long periods of very low de-
mand, interrupted with demand peaks, making forecasting
for spare parts especially difficult. The conventional way
to forecast spare part demand is to use historical sales data
(Teunter and Duncan, 2009) but there is a growing body
of researchers that considers spare part demand as depen-
dent. The spare part demand is indeed dependent on factors
such as the size of the installed base or the failure rate of
the equipment (Hong et al., 2008). With reliable forecasts,
the OEM can anticipate future spare part needs by adapting
his inventory allocation and procurement practices accord-
ingly.
2.4.4 Use routing tools
The operations of service providers are geographically dis-
persed, so knowing the whereabouts and activities of ser-
vice engineers used to be impossible. Nowadays routing
tools with real time data are well established in field ser-
vices. Research is being done to further optimize and ex-
tend the functionalities of these routing tools.
Intelligence based on installed base data helps the OEM op-
timize his service operations. Moreover based on the in-
stalled base knowledge the OEM can make well-founded
decisions concerning the pursuit of the other strategies.
2.5 Surpass functional barriers
As product service systems are integrated solutions of
equipment and service, the equipment and service design
is influenced by one another with a focus on a common
goal, customer value (Johnstone et al., 2009). Many au-
thors have noted that the creation of an independent service
organization with its own profit and loss responsibility is a
cornerstone for success in services (Oliva and Kallenberg,
2003). The service management will then give service busi-
ness the attention it needs to flourish. With separate manu-
facturing and service functions, the risk of island behavior
exist. Moreover the creation of a independent service or-
ganization can be seen as a threat by the manufacturing or-
ganization. Both divisions, manufacturing and service, can
chose to optimize their own profitability with disregard of
corporate interests. It should be clear that the alignment of
different functions becomes vital.
Is the core manufacturing business willing to increase pro-
duction costs in order to lower servicing costs? Does the
service division deliver high quality service leading to new
equipment sales? What is the optimal mix between manu-
facturing and servicing profitability? These are fundamen-
tal issues demanding an approach that surpasses functional
barriers. It is important to keep in mind that the incen-
tives of the manufacturing and service division can differ.
The balancing act between manufacturing and service in-
terests, can be guided by the ambition to deliver the func-
tionality the customer requires against the lowest total cost
of ownership. As lower total costs should lead to maximal
corporate profits, reducing the total cost of ownership is a
worthy common goal. Setting a common goal helps to sur-
pass the functional barriers and increase corporate value. To
make the common goal acceptable for all parties involved,
a quantitative model can be constructed to calculate the to-
tal costs of ownership (Cohen and Whang, 1997). Such a
quantitative model can help senior management setting the
entire organization on the same rails towards the common
destination of PSS value.
3 Conclusion
The emerging strategy of original equipment manufactur-
ers to focus more on aftermarket service activities is a very
promising strategy to avoid the commodity trap. The ho-
mogenization of products and production methods has led
to throat cutting competition and in many cases to thin mar-
gins. The evolution towards product service systems is a
business model innovation targeting a service gain for both
the manufacturer and the customer. The service gain is
equivalent to the lower total cost of ownership over the en-
tire lifetime of the equipment. Moreover in certain indus-
tries more and more contracts are performance based and
less based on the actual use of labor and material. These
evolutions encourage the OEM to improve the reliability
of components, the energy use of equipment, the reuse of
materials, . . . This will unmistakably result in a positive en-
vironmental impact.
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However, the implementation of a sustainable service busi-
ness model is a very difficult endeavor. In this paper we
report on the major conclusions from a close collaboration
between the authors and an OEM that embarked on a mis-
sion of implementing product service systems. We formu-
late a paradigm for managing a sustainable service network.
The paradigm consists of five service operations strategies.
The first strategy deals with limiting the uncertainty and
complexity in service operations. Secondly scale and pool-
ing effects should be realized. The deployment of multi-
purpose resources constitutes the third operations strategy.
Next we advocate the use of installed base data to make
the unpredictable predictable. Lastly the OEM should be
aware that to succeed in PSSs, functional barriers should be
surpassed, not least between the manufacturing and service
business. In this paper we cascade each of these strategies
into its key operational ingredients. In this way we offer
the reader a whole set of operational practices to turn his
after sale services into a real profit generating engine. We
consider product service systems as a major strategic differ-
entiator for manufacturing firms and as a market compatible
vehicle for environmental sustainability.
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